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Illustrates how boredom formed an important category of critique against the
constraints of women's lives in British modernist literature.

Agamben Dictionary
This book looks at Kierkegaard with a fresh perspective shaped by the history of
ideas, framed by the terms romanticism and modernism. 'Modernism' here refers
to the kind of intellectual and literary modernism associated with Georg Brandes,
and such later nineteenth and early twentieth century figures as J. P. Jacobsen,
Nietzsche, Dostoevsky, Ibsen (all often associated with Kierkegaard in early
secondary literature), and the young Georg Lukacs. This movement, currently
attracting increasing scholarly attention, fed into such varied currents of twentieth
century thought as Bolshevism (as in Lukacs himself), fascism, and the early
existentialism of, e.g., Shestov and the radical culture journal The Brenner (in
which Kierkegaard featured regularly, and whose readers included Martin
Heidegger). Each of these movements has, arguably, its own 'Romantic' aspect
and Kierkegaard thus emerges as a figure who holds together or in whom are
reflected both the aspirations and contradictions of early romanticism and its later
nineteenth and twentieth century inheritors. Kierkegaard's specific 'staging' of his
authorship in the contemporary life of Copenhagen, then undergoing a rapid
transformation from being the backward capital of an absolutist monarchy to a
modern, cosmopolitan city, provides a further focus for the volume. In this situation
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the early Romantic experience of nature as providing a source of healing and an
experience of unambiguous life is transposed into a more complex and, ultimately,
catastrophic register. In articulating these tensions, Kierkegaard's authorship
provided a mirror to his age but also anticipated and influenced later generations
who wrestled with their own versions of this situation.

Experience Without Qualities
What does music have to say about modernity? How can this apparently unworldly
art tell us anything about modern life? In Out of Time, author Julian Johnson begins
from the idea that it can, arguing that music renders an account of modernity from
the inside, a history not of events but of sensibility, an archaeology of experience.
If music is better understood from this broad perspective, our idea of modernity
itself is also enriched by the specific insights of music. The result is a rehearing of
modernity and a rethinking of music - an account that challenges ideas of linear
progress and reconsiders the common concerns of music, old and new. If all music
since 1600 is modern music, the similarities between Monteverdi and Schoenberg,
Bach and Stravinsky, or Beethoven and Boulez, become far more significant than
their obvious differences. Johnson elaborates this idea in relation to three related
areas of experience - temporality, history and memory; space, place and
technology; language, the body, and sound. Criss-crossing four centuries of
Western culture, he moves between close readings of diverse musical examples
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(from the madrigal to electronic music) and drawing on the history of science and
technology, literature, art, philosophy, and geography. Against the grain of
chronology and the usual divisions of music history, Johnson proposes profound
connections between musical works from quite different times and places. The
multiple lines of the resulting map, similar to those of the London Underground,
produce a bewildering network of plural connections, joining Stockhausen to
Galileo, music printing to sound recording, the industrial revolution to motivic
development, steam trains to waltzes. A significant and groundbreaking work, Out
of Time is essential reading for anyone interested in the history of music and
modernity.

Boredom
The Bloomsbury Companion to Existentialism is the definitive guide to this key
area of modern European philosophy. Now available in paperback, the book covers
the fundamental questions asked by existentialism, providing valuable guidance
for students and researchers to some of the many important and enduring
contributions of existentialist thinkers. Chapters from an international team of
experts explore existentialism's relationship to philosophical method; ontology;
politics; psychoanalysis; ethics; religion; literature; emotion; feminism and
sexuality; emotions; authenticity and the self; its significance in Latin American
culture; and its contribution to the development of post-structuralism and cognitive
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science. In addition, five short chapters summarize the status of canonical figures
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Sartre and de Beauvoir, delineating the
historical approach to their work, while pointing to new directions contemporary
research is now taking. Featuring a series of indispensable research tools such as
an A to Z glossary, a timeline of key events, texts and thinkers in existentialism, a
list of resources, and an annotated guide to further reading, this Companion is an
essential resource to help the new reader navigate through the heart of
Existentialism and modern European philosophy.

Punk Is Dead
Appearing for the first time in an English translation, Introduction to Modernity is
one of Henri Lefebvre's greatest works. Published in 1962, when Lefebvre was
beginning his career as a lecturer in sociology at the University of Strasbourg, it
established his position in the vanguard of a movement which was to culminate in
the events of May 1968. It is a book which supersedes the conventional divisions
between academic disciplines. With dazzling skill, Lefebvre moves from philosophy
to sociology, from literature to history, to present a profound analysis of the social,
political and cultural forces at work in France and the world in the aftermath of
Stalin's death—an analysis in which the contours of our own "postmodernity"
appear with startling clarity. Lefebvre's lectures have become legendary, and
something of his charismatic presence and delivery is captured in this book, which
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he intended "to be understood in the mind's ear and not simply to be read." With
its mercurial shifts of tone, now intensely poetic, now conversational, it not only
explores modernity, it exemplifies it. Equally experimental in conception is the
book's remarkable structure, twelve "preludes" through which a range of recurrent
themes are interwoven in free-form counterpoint: irony as a critical tool,
utopianism, nature and culture, the Stalinization of Marxism, the alienation of
everyday life, the cybernetic society What gradually emerges is not only a series of
original concepts about humanity and culture, but an extraordinary invocation of
the complexity of social contradictions. Yet the fragmented structure of the book is
not left to float free. Its shifting and eclectic melodies and leitmotifs have a solid
ground basis: the wish to rehabilitate the Marxist dialectic as a method for
understanding and transforming the modern world. This program is at the heart of
the book, and gives it its underlying coherence, making Introduction to Modernity
not only essential reading for all students of European cultural history, but also a
key text for Marxism in the post-communist world of the late twentieth century.

Kierkegaard and the Quest for Unambiguous Life
Bridges the gap between the history and theory of twentieth-century architecture
and cultural theories of modernity. In this exploration of the relationship between
modernity, dwelling, and architecture, Hilde Heynen attempts to bridge the gap
between the discourse of the modern movement and cultural theories of
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modernity. On one hand, she discusses architecture from the perspective of critical
theory, and on the other, she modifies positions within critical theory by linking
them with architecture. She assesses architecture as a cultural field that structures
daily life and that embodies major contradictions inherent in modernity, arguing
that architecture nonetheless has a certain capacity to adopt a critical stance vis-àvis modernity. Besides presenting a theoretical discussion of the relation between
architecture, modernity, and dwelling, the book provides architectural students
with an introduction to the discourse of critical theory. The subchapters on Walter
Benjamin, Ernst Bloch, Theodor Adorno, and the Venice School (Tafuri, Dal Co,
Cacciari) can be studied independently for this purpose.

The Mass Ornament
An internationally famous philosopher and best-selling author during his lifetime,
Georg Simmel has been marginalized in contemporary intellectual and cultural
history. This neglect belies his pathbreaking role in revealing the theoretical
significance of phenomena—including money, gender, urban life, and
technology—that subsequently became established arenas of inquiry in cultural
theory. It further ignores his philosophical impact on thinkers as diverse as
Benjamin, Musil, and Heidegger. Integrating intellectual biography, philosophical
interpretation, and a critical examination of the history of academic disciplines, this
book restores Simmel to his rightful place as a major figure and challenges the
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frameworks through which his contributions to modern thought have been at once
remembered and forgotten.

Modernism, Feminism and the Culture of Boredom
This cultural, historical, and scientific exploration of sleeplessness by Eluned
Summers-Bremner begins with the literature of ancient times, and finds its
sufferers in prominent texts such as the Iliad, the Odyssey, the Mesopotamian epic
Gilgamesh, and the Bible. Moving to Romantic and Gothic literature, she shows
how sleeplessness continued to play a large role as the advent of street lighting in
the nineteenth century inspired the fantastical blurring of daytime reality and night
visions and authors connected insomnia to the ephemeral worlds of nightmares
and the sublime. Meanwhile, throughout the ages insomnia has been variously
categorized by the medical community as a manifestation of a deeper
psychological or physical malady. Today’s medical solutions tend to involve
prescription drugs—but, as Insomnia reveals, important questions linger about the
role of the pharmaceutical industry and the effectiveness of such treatments.
“Summers-Bremner’s account of literary usages of insomnia, from Gilgamesh to
Garcia Márquez, is a rich one, sufficient to make the case that insomnia is a
recurrent theme in Western culture.”––Wall Street Journal “A whimsical tour of the
history of how different cultures have viewed not only insomnia but also the night
itself, sleep, dreams, darkness, and activities that occur in the dark.”—New
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England Journal of Medicine “Summers-Bremner’s excellent account of insomnia
shows that the consideration of our waking moments is indicative of the changing
ways we think about life.”—Financial Times Magazine

Experience Without Qualities
We live in a world populated not just by individuals but by figures, those largerthan-life people who in some way express and challenge our conventional
understandings of social types. This innovative and collaborative work takes up the
wide range of figures that populate the social and cultural imaginaries of
contemporary Southeast Asia—some familiar only in specific places, others
recognizable across the region and even globally. It puts forward a series of
ethnographic portraits of figures that represent and give voice to something larger
than themselves, offering a view into social life that is at once highly particular and
general. They include the Muslim Television Preacher in Indonesia, Miss Beer Lao,
the Rural DJ in Thailand, the Korean Soap Opera Junkie in Burma, the Filipino
Seaman, and the Photo Retoucher in Vietnam. Figures of Southeast Asian
Modernity brings together the fieldwork of over eighty scholars and covers the nine
major countries of the region: Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. An introduction
outlines important social transformations in Southeast Asia and key theoretical and
methodological innovations that result from ethnographic attention to the study of
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key figures. Each section begins with an introduction by a country editor followed
by short essays offering vivid and intimate portraits set against the background of
contemporary Southeast Asia. The result is a volume that combines scholarly rigor
with a meaningful, up-to-date portrayal of a region of the world undergoing rapid
change. A reference bibliography offers suggestions for further reading. Figures of
Southeast Asia Modernity is an ideal teaching tool for introductory classes to
Southeast Asia studies, anthropology, and geography.

Why the Humanities Matter
Although boredom appears to be a perennial feature of the human condition, it is
linked to ways of experiencing time and thinking about human existence that are
recognizably modern. By tracing the emergence and evolution of the modern
discourse on boredom in French and German literary, philosophical, and
sociological texts, Experience Without Qualities makes a contribution to the
intellectual and cultural history of European modernity. In interpreting that
discourse as the reflection of a specifically modern crisis of meaning, it contributes
to the theorization of modernity and modern experience. And in bringing these
historical and theoretical dimensions into conversation, it develops analytic
strategies that are of broader application in interdisciplinary inquiry—for the
methodological problems that arise in thinking about boredom as a phenomenon of
both philosophical and more broadly cultural significance illuminate the constraints
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that confront any attempt to reflect historically on subjective experience in
modernity.

Liquid Modernity
A Singular Modernity
The story of Pecola Breedlove profiles an eleven-year-old African-American girl
growing up in an America that values blue-eyed blondes and the tragedy that
results from her longing to be accepted.

Boredom
Everyday life in the far outposts of empire can be static, empty of the excitement
of progress. A pervading sense of banality and boredom are, therefore, common
elements of the daily experience for people living on the colonial periphery. Saikat
Majumdar suggests that this impoverished affective experience of colonial
modernity significantly shapes the innovative aesthetics of modernist fiction. Prose
of the World explores the global life of this narrative aesthetic, from late-colonial
modernism to the present day, focusing on a writer each from Ireland, New
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Zealand, South Africa, and India. Ranging from James Joyce's deflated epiphanies
to Amit Chaudhuri's disavowal of the grand spectacle of postcolonial national
allegories, Majumdar foregrounds the banal as a key instinct of modern and
contemporary fiction—one that nevertheless remains submerged because of its
antithetical relation to literature's intuitive function to engage or excite. Majumdar
asks us to rethink the assumption that banality merely indicates an aesthetic
failure. If narrative is traditionally enabled by the tremor, velocity, and excitement
of the event, the historical and affective lack implied by the banal produces a
narrative force that is radically new precisely because it suspends the conventional
impulses of narration.

Architecture and Modernity
The concepts of modernity and modernism are amongst the most controversial
and vigorously debated in contemporary philosophy and cultural theory. In this
intervention, Fredric Jameson—perhaps the most influential and persuasive
theorist of postmodernity—excavates and explores these notions in a fresh and
illuminating manner. The extraordinary revival of discussions of modernity, as well
as of new theories of artistic modernism, demands attention in its own right. It
seems clear that the (provisional) disappearance of alternatives to capitalism plays
its part in the universal attempt to revive ‘modernity’ as a social ideal. Yet the
paradoxes of the concept illustrate its legitimate history and suggest some rules
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for avoiding its misuse as well. In this major interpretation of the problematic,
Jameson concludes that both concepts are tainted, but nonetheless yield clues as
to the nature of the phenomena they purported to theorize. His judicious and
vigilant probing of both terms—which can probably not be banished at this late
date—helps us clarify our present political and artistic situations. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Circulation and the City
With its emergence as a global power, China aspires to transform from "made in
China" to "created in China". Mobilised as a crucial source for solid growth and
"soft power," creativity has become part of the new China Dream. This anthology
engages with the imperative of creativity by aligning it to three interrelated
phenomena: boredom, shanzhai, and digitisation. How does creativity help
mitigate boredom? Does boredom incubate creativity? How do shanzhai practices
and the omnipresence of fake stuffs challenge notions of the original and
authentic? Which spaces for expressions and contestations has China's fastdeveloping digital world of Weixin, Taobao, Youku and Internet Plus Policy opened
up? Are new technologies serving old interests? Essays, dialogues, audio-visual
documents and field notes, from thinkers, researchers, practitioners and policymakers, contribute to explore, examine and problematize what is going on in China
now, ultimately to tease out its implication to our understanding of "creativity".
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The Bluest Eye
Kniha "Crossing Between Tradition and Modernity" představuje soubor třinácti
esejů k uctění památky Mileny Doleželové-Velingerové (1932–2012), členky
pražské sinologické školy a významné odbornice na čínskou literaturu, která
zastávala přední místo při zavádění literární teorie a její důsledné aplikace v
sinologii. Milena Doleželová-Velingerová byla jedním z těch vzácných vědeckých
pracovníků, kteří psali se stejnou erudicí a stejně kvalifikovaně jak o moderní, tak i
o klasické literatuře. Eseje následují příkladu Mileny Doleželové-Velingerové v tom
smyslu, že se zabývají širokým spektrem historických období, literárních žánrů a
témat - od Tangových cestovatelských esejů až po kulturní identitu
postkoloniálního Hong-Kongu. Eseje jsou strukturovány do dvou částí Language,
Structure, and Genre a Identities and Self-Representations. Jsou motivovány
soustředěným zájmem o problematiku jazyka, narativní struktury a komplexní
povahy literárního významu, tématy, které byly středobodem práce Mileny
Doleželové-Velingerové.

The Culture of Boredom
This the first dictionary dedicated to the work of Giorgio Agamben, the radical
Italian philosopher. Bringing together leading scholars in the field, it provides a
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unique and comprehensive introduction to his work, offering readers a range of
clear and c

A Philosophy of Boredom
How does movement affect the metropolis?

Discourse
This title is part of the acclaimed series of anthologies which document major
themes and ideas in contemporary art.

Poems
This original collection of insight, analysis and conversation charts the course of
punk from its underground origins, when it was an un-formed and utterly alluring
near-secret, through its rapid development. Punk is Dead: Modernity Killed Every
Night takes in sex, style, politics and philosophy, filtered through punk experience,
while believing in the ruins of memory, to explore a past whose essence is always
elusive.
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All that is Solid Melts Into Air
The experience of modernization -- the dizzying social changes that swept millions
of people into the capitalist world -- and modernism in art, literature and
architecture are brilliantly integrated in this account.

Reading Architecture
What such a move meant, in society as well as literature, becomes clear in the
astonishing range of fiction, poetry, conduct books, letters, and historical and
sociological documents Spacks surveys. Here we see how the idea of boredom - as
a point of reference or focus of opposition, as a means of characterization,
repudiation, or definition, as social indictment or personal grievance - condenses a
wide range of crucial meanings and attitudes. From the gendering of boredom
(how women's lives came to embody both the threat of boredom and its
overthrow) to canon issues (how "boring" becomes "interesting" with a
sympathetic reader), the implications of the subject steadily enlarge.

The Bloomsbury Companion to Existentialism
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Boredom, Shanzhai, and Digitisation in the Time of Creative
China
Although boredom appears to be a perennial feature of the human condition, it is
linked to ways of experiencing time and thinking about human existence that are
recognizably modern. By tracing the emergence and evolution of the modern
discourse on boredom in French and German literary, philosophical, and
sociological texts, Experience Without Qualities makes a contribution to the
intellectual and cultural history of European modernity. In interpreting that
discourse as the reflection of a specifically modern crisis of meaning, it contributes
to the theorization of modernity and modern experience. And in bringing these
historical and theoretical dimensions into conversation, it develops analytic
strategies that are of broader application in interdisciplinary inquiry—for the
methodological problems that arise in thinking about boredom as a phenomenon of
both philosophical and more broadly cultural significance illuminate the constraints
that confront any attempt to reflect historically on subjective experience in
modernity.

Overload and Boredom
In this new book, Bauman examines how we have moved away from a 'heavy' and
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'solid', hardware-focused modernity to a 'light' and 'liquid', software-based
modernity. This passage, he argues, has brought profound change to all aspects of
the human condition. The new remoteness and un-reachability of global systemic
structure coupled with the unstructured and under-defined, fluid state of the
immediate setting of life-politics and human togetherness, call for the rethinking of
the concepts and cognitive frames used to narrate human individual experience
and their joint history. This book is dedicated to this task. Bauman selects five of
the basic concepts which have served to make sense of shared human life emancipation, individuality, time/space, work and community - and traces their
successive incarnations and changes of meaning. Liquid Modernity concludes the
analysis undertaken in Bauman's two previous books Globalization: The Human
Consequences and In Search of Politics. Together these volumes form a brilliant
analysis of the changing conditions of social and political life by one of the most
original thinkers writing today.

Out of Time
This series of essays explores the impact of information on the quality of life in
modern society. Addressing the significance of boredom as an indicator of
overloads of information, Klapp argues that the information society has become
boring in spite of itself. He contends that constant inundation with information has
led to nothing less than the attrition of meaning. Redundancy and noise, Klapp
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asserts, have replaced resonance and variety in the modern world. The information
society has become entropic rather than progressive and a deficit in the quality of
life has resulted. The author expands upon these problems of the information
society; identifying their origins, addressing their implications, and examining the
social placebos and temporary remedies currently employed in dealing with them.
Finally, he offers his conclusions and suggests ways in which modern man might
address the loss in human potential and perhaps find a remedy for culturally
symptomatic boredom.

Essays on Boredom and Modernity
The past thirty years saw a growing academic interest in the phenomenon of
boredom. If initially the analyses were mostly a-historical, now the historicity of
boredom is widely recognised, though often it is taken as evidence of its
permanence as a constant “quality” of the human condition, expression of a
metaphysical malady inherent to the fact of being human. New trends in the
literature focus on the peculiar relationship between boredom and modernity and
attempt to embrace the new social, cultural and political factors which provoked
the epochal change of modernity and relate them to a change in the parameters of
human experience and the crisis of subjectivity. The very changes that
characterise modernity are the same that led to the “democratisation” of boredom:
modernity and boredom are shown to be inextricably connected and inseparable.
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This volume aims at contributing to the growing body of literature on boredom with
a number of essays which reflect on the connection of boredom and modernity and
focus on particular texts, authors, or aspects of the phenomenon. The approach is
multidisciplinary, in keeping with the pervasiveness of the phenomenon in our
culture and societies, with essays reflecting on philosophy, literature, film, media
and psychology.

Insomnia
The Mass Ornament today remains a refreshing tribute to popular culture, and its
impressively interdisciplinary writings continue to shed light not only on Kracauer's
later work but also on the ideas of the Frankfurt School, the genealogy of film
theory and cultural studies, Weimar cultural politics, and, not least, the exigencies
of intellectual exile.

Enduring Military Boredom
Is there life after postmodernism? Many claim that it sounded the death knell for
history, art, ideology, science, possibly all of Western philosophy, and certainly for
the concept of reality itself. Responding to essential questions regarding whether
the humanities can remain politically and academically relevant amid this twentyPage 20/28
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first-century uncertainty, Why the Humanities Matter offers a guided tour of the
modern condition, calling upon thinkers in a variety of disciplines to affirm
essential concepts such as truth, goodness, and beauty. Offering a lens of "new
humanism," Frederick Aldama also provides a liberating examination of the current
cultural repercussions of assertions by such revolutionary theorists as Said,
Foucault, Lacan, and Derrida, as well as Latin Americanists such as Sommer and
Mignolo. Emphasizing pedagogy and popular culture with equal verve, and writing
in colloquial yet multifaceted prose, Aldama presents an enlightening way to
explore what "culture" actually does—who generates it and how it shapes our
identities—and the role of academia in sustaining it.

Philosophy and Kafka
It is often said that war is 5% horror and 95% boredom. In this sense, military
boredom is historically enduring as well as personally enduring for the soldiers who
have to endure it. This book contributes to a deeper understanding – historically,
empirically and theoretically – of the complex phenomenon of boredom in a
military context.

Introduction to Modernity
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Boredom and Art examines the use of boredom as a strategy in modern and
contemporary art to resist or frustrate the effects of consumerism and capitalism.
This book traces the emergence of what Haladyn terms the will to boredom in
which artists, writers and philosophers actively attempt to use the lack of interest
inherent in the state of being 'bored' to challenge people. Instead of accepting the
prescribed meanings of life given to us by consumer or mass culture, boredom
represents the possibility of creating meaning: ‘a threshold of great deeds’ in
Walter Benjamin’s memorable wording. It is this conception of boredom as a
positive experience of modern subjectivity that is the main critical position of
Haladyn's study, in which he proposes that boredom is used by artists as a form of
aesthetic resistance that, at its most positive, is the will to boredom.

Georg Simmel and the Disciplinary Imaginary
In The Interpretation of Cultures, the most original anthropologist of his generation
moved far beyond the traditional confines of his discipline to develop an important
new concept of culture. This groundbreaking book, winner of the 1974 Sorokin
Award of the American Sociological Association, helped define for an entire
generation of anthropologists what their field is ultimately about.

Publications of the Modern Language Association of America
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Philosophy and Kafka is a collection of original essays interrogating the relationship
of literature and philosophy. The essays either discuss specific philosophical
commentaries on Kafka’s work, consider the possible relevance of certain
philosophical outlooks for examining Kafka’s writings, or examine Kafka’s writings
in terms of a specific philosophical theme, such as communication and subjectivity,
language and meaning, knowledge and truth, the human/animal divide, justice,
and freedom.

Crossing Between Tradition and Modernity: Essays in
Commemoriation of Milena Doležalová-Velingerová
(1932–2012)
Why write instead of draw when it comes to architecture? Why rely on literary
pieces instead of architectural treatises and writings when it comes to the of study
buildings and urban environments? Why rely on literary techniques and accounts
instead of architectural practices and analysis when it comes to academic research
and educational projects? Why trust authors and writers instead of sociologists or
scientists when it comes to planning for the future of cities? This book builds on the
existing interdisciplinary bibliography on architecture and literature, but prioritizes
literature’s capacity to talk about the lived experience of place and the premise
that literary language can often express the inexpressible. It sheds light on the
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importance of a literary instead of a pictorial imagination for architects and it looks
into four contemporary architectural subjects through a wide variety of literary
works. Drawing on novels that engage cities from around the world, the book
reveals aspects of urban space to which other means of architectural
representation are blind. Whether through novels that employ historical buildings
or sites interpreted through specific literary methods, it suggests a range of
methodologies for contemporary architectural academic research. By exploring the
power of narrative language in conveying the experience of lived space, it
discusses its potential for architectural design and pedagogy. Questioning the
massive architectural production of today’s globalized capital-driven world, it turns
to literature for ways to understand, resist or suggest alternative paths for
architectural practice. Despite literature’s fictional character, the essays of this
volume reveal true dimensions of and for places beyond their historical, social and
political reality; dimensions of utmost importance for architects, urban planners,
historians and theoreticians nowadays.

Figures of Southeast Asian Modernity
Seven essays by the 1990 Nobel laureate discuss how poetry is the expresssion of
an era and imagine how poetry will be reinvented and transformed to depict future
generations
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The Other Voice
Culture of Boredom is a collection of essays by well-known specialists reflecting
from philosophical, literary, and artistic perspectives. The goal is to clarify the
background of boredom, and to explore its representation through forgotten crosscutting narratives.

Prose of the World
Concepts of Nature compare and contrast classical, medieval, and modern
conceptions of nature in order to better understand how and why the concept of
nature no longer seems to provide a limit or standard for human action. These
essays also evaluate whether a rearticulation of pre-modern ideas (or perhaps a
reconciliation or reconstitution on modern terms) is desirable and/or possible.
Edited by R. J. Snell and Steven F. McGuire, this book will be of interest to
intellectual historians, political theorists, theologians, and philosophers.

Alibis
Modern poetry begins with Charles Baudelaire (1821-67), who employed his
unequalled technical mastery to create the shadowy, desperately dramatic urban
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landscape -- populated by the addicted and the damned -- which so compellingly
mirrors our modern condition. Deeply though darkly spiritual, titanic in the changes
he wrought, Baudelaire looms over all the work, great and small, created in his
wake.

Boredom and Art
Showcases the work of the experimental artist who worked across a range of
mediums, including painting, photography, sculpture, and stained glass, exploring
his engagement with Germany's past and his interest in the paranormal.

Concepts of Nature
It has been described as a "tame longing without any particular object" by
Schopenhauer, "a bestial and indefinable affliction" by Dostoevsky, and "time's
invasion of your world system" by Joseph Brodsky, but still very few of us today can
explain precisely what boredom is. A Philosophy of Boredom investigates one of
the central preoccupations of our age as it probes the nature of boredom, how it
originated, how and why it afflicts us, and why we cannot seem to overcome it by
any act of will. Lars Svendsen brings together observations from philosophy,
literature, psychology, theology, and popular culture, examining boredom's prePage 26/28
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Romantic manifestations in medieval torpor, philosophical musings on boredom
from Pascal to Nietzsche, and modern explorations into alienation and
transgression by twentieth-century artists from Beckett to Warhol. A witty and
entertaining account of our dullest moments and most maddening days, A
Philosophy of Boredom will appeal to anyone curious to know what lies beneath the
overwhelming inertia of inactivity.
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